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CATEGORY WINNER

SAFE TEENS ONLINE
Safe Teens Online is a youth-led, peer-to-peer initiative that educates teenagers 
on online privacy and safety. Members access a 7-year curriculum co-created 
by experts in cybersecurity, covering topics such as digital citizenship and 
privacy. Their open-source model empowers youth ambassadors to bring 
learning to their schools and communities, raise awareness about online 
threats, and advocate for digital safety as a right. They have impacted 10,000 
students, 700 educators, and 2,500 parents across 4 countries, and continues 
to expand.

MORE INFO

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022/applications?application=26323171
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BRIDGE THE GAP INITIATIVE
Bridge the Gap helps senior citizens navigate the digital world through free, in-
person digital literacy trainings that cover skills such as video calling and texting. 
By strengthening seniors’ tech skills, they hope to tackle pandemic isolation, boost 
connectivity, and improve older adults’ overall quality of life. Students go to senior 
living facilities and retirement communities to assist residents, providing both 
one-on-one support and pre-planned lessons. They have reached over 200 seniors 
in 5 states and have a network of more than 100 volunteers.

MORE INFO

MEDTECHCONNECT
MedTechConnect helps older adults navigate telehealth platforms to make 
vaccine appointments, working one-on-one as tech translators. So far, they have 
assisted over 2,100 people in getting vaccinated and have trained more than 500 
individuals in telehealth. MedTechConnect also advocates for telehealth access 
as a right. To date, they have persuaded the governor of Kentucky to implement 
most of their recommendations and successfully petitioned for a national vaccine 
support hotline. 

MORE INFO

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022/applications?focus_area=Digital+Empowerment&application=26336949
https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022?application=26270772
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SCHOLARS PROGRAM
Scholars Program expands STEM education opportunities for communities 
underrepresented in the field. Their nationwide extracurricular programs 
introduce K-12 students to STEM via mentorship and courses taught by selected 
undergraduate students from similar backgrounds. The undergraduates not 
only receive scholarships to participate, but opportunities to network with the 
companies backing the program. Because the entire program is administered by 
a group of high school students, Scholars Program is bringing three groups of 
young people together to make STEM more inclusive. In their first year, they raised 
$45K in scholarships and recruited 15 Scholars. Scholars Program will grow to 60 
Scholars this year.

MORE INFO

STEM FOR THE SOUTH BRONX
STEM for the South Bronx is committed to making STEM education accessible for 
all. Their vision is to create a student-run STEM education center and makerspace 
in the South Bronx open to the public and run by Bronx students. The center will 
offer other students and community members access to programming on STEM 
and technology and resources including 3D printers, laser cutters, circuit boards, 
and more. Their goal is to inspire more young people to enter STEM fields and have 
access to the industry.

MORE INFO

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022?application=26221397
https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022?application=26340810
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MISENDERO
MiSendero works to meaningfully integrate Latin American English learners 
into their school communities by facilitating mutual learning experiences for all 
students. By offering English learners the opportunity to become Spanish tutors 
and student leaders, MiSendero combats the marginalization and isolation many 
Latin American students experience, providing experience in leadership and peer 
collaboration. They have impacted over 200 students, teachers, administrators, 
and parents across 3 schools and are offering workshops to teach other schools 
how to start local chapters.

MORE INFO

CATEGORY WINNER

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022?application=26153698
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AUESOME
AUesome is a social enterprise bridging the gap between the digital and physical 
worlds of at-home therapy for children on the autism spectrum. Existing therapies 
for neurodivergent children are expensive and inaccessible. The AUesome team is 
eliminating barriers to receiving treatment and increasing parental involvement 
in the process by offering low-cost, consolidated therapy kits. These kits simplify 
the at-home therapy process and include tools and activities, along with digital 
guidance platforms such as their website and an app, with instructional videos, 
games, a daily schedule, and ideas for customization. To date, they have fulfilled 
over 215 kit orders.

MORE INFO

BOOKS N BROS
Books N Bros is a book club that aims to amplify African American literacy and 
increase representation in literature. Book N Bros combats the stereotype that 
boys don’t like to read while uplifting stories with Black and Brown characters to 
encourage more diversity in books. By creating a safe space for young men of color 
to come, connect and read together, Books N Bros offers Black and Brown young 
men equal access to literary spaces and is creating new leaders in the movement 
for literacy. They are looking to start a Bro Ambassador program for other young 
people to start chapters in their communities. 

MORE INFO

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022/applications?application=26197785
https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022/applications?application=26316566
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DOROTHY’S CALCULATOR
Dorothy’s Calculator is a hand-coded website that houses curated resources 
for trans and non-binary youth while ensuring user safety. Resources available 
on their platform range from literature on gender identity to lists of online and 
physical support centers for queer youth. Dorothy’s Calculator aims to address the 
scarcity and inaccessibility of factual resources for non-cisgender young people, 
raising awareness around these issues while broadening the scope of consolidated 
information available. 

MORE INFO

SIGNISA
Signisa is developing a sign language learning app to increase ASL fluency and 
build enthusiasm for sign language. Their free, accessible courses will incorporate 
hand detection through machine learning and computer vision tech to help users 
learn sign language with ease. Signisa aims to spark greater interest in learning sign 
language to help protect the language and shape a more inclusive society for deaf 
and hard-of-hearing people. 

MORE INFO

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022?application=26240671
https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022?application=26089853
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TOBELLI 
Tobelli found a new purpose for the tobacco plant: to make biodegradable, safe 
food packaging. The innovation, a tobacco cellulose-based film, is a sustainable, 
nicotine-free alternative to plastic wrap that helps keep food fresh longer. At 
the same time, Tobelli offers the world’s tobacco farmers, many of whom are 
struggling, a way to make an income that won’t lead to harmful impacts on people 
and the planet. They are currently working to market and prototype their product. 

MORE INFO

CATEGORY WINNER

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022/applications?application=26251316
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FYDER, LLC.: FINE FILAMENT, SPUN SUSTAINABLY
Fyder collects woven plastic bulk bags—which manufacturers discard by the 
thousands —and repurposes them into high quality 3D printing materials. The 
bags are made of polypropylene, a material that is difficult to conventionally 
recycle, but offers durability and flexibility ideal for 3D printing filament. Fyder 
plans to sell their eco-friendly and affordable spools of filament to hobby and 
industrial-scale consumers.

MORE INFO

GROWING HEALTHY KIDS FROM THE GROUND UP: 
STAR’S FOOD SOVEREIGNTY PROJECT
The STAR School’s 8th graders are tackling food insecurity in the Navajo Nation 
by supporting community members to take back control of their food supply 
and reconnect with the land. Through the school’s initiative, seven families have 
grown their own crops, providing themselves and neighbors with fresh food during 
lockdown. Now the students strive to expand their school gardens and greenhouses 
for community use, host cooking demonstrations, and set up solar stations and 
rainwater collection sites for those without access to water and electricity.

MORE INFO

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022/applications?application=26285793
https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022/applications?application=26387082
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RECYCLE MY BATTERY
Recycle My Battery is a team of 200+ volunteers working to reduce the 
environmental impact of batteries by installing free-to-use battery bins in 
accessible public places like schools, libraries, and office buildings. So far, they 
have collected and recycled over 175,000 batteries and reached an estimated 
3 million people with their educational campaigns. They are in the process of 
expanding to other countries and over 300 new schools across the United States.

MORE INFO

OPEN SOURCE AUTONOMOUS BOAT (OSAB)
Open Source Autonomous Boat is working to design small, solar-powered vessels to 
help scientists better understand and protect marine life and freshwater ecosystems. 
The devices will monitor aquatic systems for months at a time and automatically 
collect scientific data, such as temperature and water salinity. The low-cost vessels 
will be made with open-source designs so other organizations and individuals can 
replicate or customize the project. Down the line, OSAB aims to deploy their vessels to 
help with oil cleanups and enforcing boating laws.

MORE INFO

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022?application=26380636
https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022?application=26184634
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FUTURE IS FEMALE INC. 
Future is Female Inc. is a community of students who are fighting for gender equality 
with a multifaceted approach, offering a safe space in schools to unlearn and combat 
sexism, hosting seminars and discussions on topics ranging from self-defense to 
resume building, and drives for critical products women need, such as menstrual and 
hygiene care. They have raised over $1,000 and 20,000 products for women in shelters 
to escape domestic violence and have expanded to include more than 100 members. 

MORE INFO

CATEGORY WINNER

https://challenges.changemakers.com/challenge/tmochangemaker2022/applications?application=26120684


FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
t-mobile.com/changemaker

https://www.t-mobile.com/responsibility/community/education/changemaker-challenge

